The synergistic lethal interaction of cis-diamminedichloroplatinum and natural nucleosides is related to increased DNA cross-links.
Human tumor cells were treated in vitro with combinations of cis- or trans-dichlodiammineplatinum (DDP) and natural nucleosides (thymidine, uridine, cytidine and adenosine). Effects were measured by inhibition of colony-formation (cell survival) and DNA alkaline elution (DNA cross-links). No increments in cell lethality or DNA cross-links were elicited by any combination of trans-DDP and nucleosides. In contrast, every combination of cis-DDP and nucleoside was eminently synergistic with 5- and 10-fold increases in cell lethality over the predicted sum of each agent alone. These increments in cell kill correlated linearly with increases in DNA crosslinks suggesting that the nucleosides interact with cis-DDP to enhance its cytotoxic crosslinking mode of action.